
roller+solar shades Measure instructions
order in 6 easy steps

expert assistance available: theshadestore.com/measure or 800.754.1455

1. select Mount type:
inside:
•Mounted within the window frame 
•Provides a clean, built–in look
•Great way to leave attractive woodwork exposed
•  If window frame isn’t deep enough, please select  
outside mount

outside:
• Great option when there is not enough depth  
for an inside mount

• Mounted to the wall, ceiling or molding surface  
surrounding the window

• Often used to make the window appear larger  
or to hide a less attractive window or door

•No minimum depth requirement

2. Measure:
inside:
 step1: Measure the inside width at the top of the window. 
This is your ordering width. We will make the necessary 
deductions. (approx. 1/8")

 step2: Measure the height at 3 locations – the left side, 
middle and right side. Record the largest of the  
3 measurements. This is your ordering length.

 note: roller / solar shade fabrics will be approximately 13⁄8" 
narrower than your ordering width to allow for brackets. if 
concerned over resulting light gap please select outside mount.

outside:
 step1: Measure the width of the area you wish to cover. 
If space allows we recommend adding 3–4"  
(11⁄2-2" each side) to this measurement to help eliminate 
light seepage. This is your ordering width and will be the 
overall measurement outside bracket to outside bracket

step2: Measure the height of the area you wish to cover. 
This is your ordering length. 

Note: Your shade fabric will be 1¼" narrower than  
the measurement you provide to allow for brackets.  
If you need the fabric to cover a specific width (i.e. for 
mounting the shade on a door), add 1¼" to the desired 
fabric width and this will be your ordering width.

*  For shades with upholstered valance, please know the  
valance will be 1" wider overall due to returns.

3. select control Position: Left or right
•This is the side of the shade that your control will hang from (left or right)
•Consider any obstacles that may interfere with operation (door handle, window opener, furniture location, etc.)

5. select roll type:
regular roll:
•Fabric falls off the back of the roll
• Allows shade to remain close to casing on outside 
mount (or glass on inside mount)

•No Charge

reverse roll:
•Fabric falls off the front of the roll 
•Provides finished look when not adding a valance 
•Allows for additional clearance 
•No Charge
•Not available when ordering with metal valance

6. select Bottom Bar style:
sewn-in:
• Thin metal bar is placed into a 2" pocket  
at the bottom of the shade

•Bar is not visible 
•Provides stability
•No Charge

exposed:
•Decorative metal bar provides sleek look
•Available in white, silver or espresso
•Surcharge applies

4. select Bracket color: 
Our exclusive premium designer brackets are the crowning detail for your shade.  
These metal brackets are available in 5 designer finishes: White, Chrome, Satin Nickel, Bronze, and Black.



roller+solar shades Measure instructions (continued)
order in 6 easy steps

expert assistance available: theshadestore.com/measure or 800.754.1455

+ optional Feature:
Metal or Fabric insert Valance:
•Not available with reverse roll
• Decorative valance that helps to hide control mechanism
•Available in white, silver, espresso or fabric insert
•Surcharge applies
• Standard metal valance is 2½" tall x 2¾" deep. Larger  
4" tall x 4¼" deep valances are used for thicker materials 
and/or extra long shades.

upholstered Valance:
• 4" tall upholstered valance helps hide control mechanism
•Made from the same material as shade
•Surcharge applies
• When ordered as an outside mount, valance will be  
1" wider than ordering width (due to returns) and will be  
37/8" deep overall.

Mounting requirements:

**  Larger valances are used for thicker materials and/or extra long shades. all outside mount roller shades with upholstered valances will come in the larger size.

Please note: Some roller materials may have maximum widths, in areas with wide widths, it may be necessary to split the area into multiple shades side by side. In this case, 
multiple shades under one valance may be possible. Contact customer service for special requests

Product Minimum Depth to install Minimum Depth for Flush Mount Minimum space for outside Mount

roller + solar shades ¾" 21⁄4" 21⁄4"

with metal or fabric insert valance 11⁄4" 2¾" 21⁄4"

with upholstered valance 11⁄4" 3" 21⁄4"

with larger metal or fabric insert valance ** 1½" 4¼" 21⁄4"

with larger upholstered valance ** 1¾" 37/8" 21⁄4"


